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“It is nearly impossible to read the Bible without being exposed to
the importance God places on prophecy.”

by Frosty Hansen
President, Grace Gospel Fellowship

C

hrist did not return to rapture His Church on May
21, 2011. The Rapture was, however, a hot topic
in the days preceding and following that Saturday,
which had been prophesied to be “Judgment Day.”
Most of the conversation came in the form of mockery, as jokes about the Rapture flooded the internet, television,
radio and the press. Atheist and secular groups even held “Rapture
Parties” as a way of casting derision on what they saw as religious
nonsense.
The historical record contains many other failed prophecies
about the Rapture. My maternal grandmother’s family was among
those in Sweden who followed a “date-setter”; giving away all their
earthly possessions, they awaited the day of the Lord’s return.
Thousands in our country experienced a similar fate in what has
become known as the “Great Disappointment,” when Christ did
not return on October 22, 1844. Books, such as 88 Reasons Why
the Rapture Will Be in 1988 (along with revisions for ‘89, ‘93 and
‘94), have stirred up false hope among some and ridicule from
many.
Of course, the worldly reaction to any of these so-called prophesies is not unexpected; somebody, who doesn’t believe that Jesus
died for humanity’s sins and rose again, certainly won’t believe in
His return for the Church and subsequent coming to reign. It’s
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not surprising that “scoffers will come in the last days…. They
will say, ‘Where is the promise of his coming? For ever since the
fathers fell asleep, all things are continuing as they were from the
beginning of creation’” (2 Pt 3:3-4). The reaction, however, of
some Christians to the news this time around actually did catch me
by surprise. While Bible-believing Christians will rightly distance
themselves from false prophecies and inerrant date-setting, it is
troubling for me that we–who know the crown of righteousness is
promised to “all who have loved his appearing” (2 Tm 4:8)–might
make light of His return, and even suggest that theological teachings about such future events is an impractical waste of one’s time.

“We do not want you to be uninformed.”
It is nearly impossible to read the Bible without being exposed
to the importance God places on prophecy. Many Messianic
prophecies in the Old Testament were fulfilled during Christ’s first
advent; more will be fulfilled after the conclusion of the Church
Age. Other prophecies have revealed God’s working with national
Israel and among the nations; there are many which still await future fulfillment.
The Grace Gospel Fellowship believes the Church, the Body
of Christ, is not a part of God’s prophetic program for Israel and
Continued on page 2

Continued from page 1

the nations. It was a secret, or mystery, until being revealed by
Jesus Christ to and through the Apostle Paul (Eph 3:1-6; Gal 1:1112). As a separate entity from Israel, we believe that the prophecies related to Israel and the nations will have a literal fulfillment
apart from God’s program with the Body of Christ. For example,
prophecies in the Old Testament and the Gospels regarding the
future Tribulation and Second Coming of Christ (such as Mt 24-25)
deal with God’s future plans for Israel and the nations after the
completion of the Church Age.
This does not mean, however, that Scripture written to the
Church is devoid of prophecy, or that we should dismiss future
events as irrelevant. Far from it! Paul’s letters give us clear teaching
about God’s future plan for the Body of Christ (including but not
limited to the Rapture), and he reminds us of the importance of
knowing the significance of all prophecy. “All Scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable...” (2 Tm 3:16).
Paul knew the importance of teaching the order of future events in churches that he planted. When believers from
Thessalonica were concerned they were already in the “Day of the
Lord”–spoken of by Old Testament prophets as the time of God’s
wrath (the Tribulation)–Paul wrote that they should have known
better! The “man of lawlessness” had not been revealed with his
self-exaltation as deity, a rebellious event that will identify the Day
of the Lord (2 Thes 2:1-4). This was not new teaching they were
receiving, because Paul reminded them, “Do you not remember
that when I was still with you I told you these things?” (2:5).
In his oral and written ministries, Paul made clear the necessity
for including such teaching about God’s prophetic plans–one for
the Church and also, one for Israel. Many Christians today, unfortunately, are exposed to very little teaching about this portion
of God’s revelation, although Paul wrote in 1 Thessalonians 4:13,
“We do not want you to be uninformed, brothers....” Those who
believe Jesus died and rose again should also believe just as strongly
that they will be caught up (Rapture) in the air, “and so we will always be with the Lord.” These words of encouragement and hope
were written to be ongoing encouragement and instruction for the
Church, not just a meditation to be pulled out for funeral services.
The Church needs to be encouraged and comforted at the
death of a saint, to know that the mortal has been swallowed up
with life, and that to be away from the body is to be present with
the Lord. But there are several more reasons to understand God’s

program for the future. By knowing God’s revealed intentions we
derive courage and confidence while facing times of persecution.
We are motivated to live a life worthy of our calling. Knowing the
difference between prophetic programs for Israel and the Church
removes confusion over current events (pre-Rapture) and future
events (post-Rapture).

Can we know?
But isn’t the study of future events nothing more than an
exercise in futility? A person can go to ten churches and get ten
different views of the order of prophetic events. Besides, even Jesus
said in Matthew 24:36, “But concerning that day and hour no one
knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father
only.” How can we possibly know?
The passage from Matthew was used recently to counter the
Rapture prediction. The context of the passage, however, refers
to the signs that will precede Christ’s Second Coming to the
earth–not soon after the Rapture, but later, after the Tribulation.
Christ’s coming in power and glory was in mind when the disciples
asked Jesus about “the sign of [His] coming and of the close of the
age” (24:3), and the Lord’s answer was consistent with their question and Old Testament prophecy. Furthermore, God’s program
for the Church, which includes the Rapture, had yet to be revealed
when the events of Matthew 24 transpired.
Those who set dates make that same error. Relying on Old
Testament genealogies or prophecies fails to take into account that
the Body of Christ was an unprophesied secret known only to God
the Father until it was revealed by the Lord Jesus Christ to the
Apostle Paul. There are many indicators of wars, rumors of wars,
earthquakes and the like, that will be precursors of Christ’s Second
Coming, when every eye will see Him return to reign upon the
earth in His Millennial Kingdom (Mt 24:30; Rv 1:7). Paul speaks
of no such accompanying signs before the Rapture of the Church;
it will occur “in a moment, in a twinkling of an eye” (1 Cor 15:5152).
The exciting fact is that we can know so much about God’s
future programs. Obviously, there are many hidden details of the
how, when and what it will be like. Yet Scripture does give us
glimpses into both the order of future events and the clear distinction between God’s plan for the Church and His future program
with Israel, including the assurance for members of the Body of
Christ that we are delivered from the wrath to come (1 Thes 1:10).

“Those who set dates make that same error. Relying on Old Testament genealogies or prophecies fails to
take into account that the Body of Christ was an unprophesied secret known only to God the Father until
it was revealed by the Lord Jesus Christ to the Apostle Paul.”
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It would take another article to delve deeper into the exciting
truths regarding our deliverance from the outpouring of God’s
wrath during the Tribulation, the time of Jacob’s distress
(Jer 30:7) when Israel will be brought to a place of repentance and
the nations will be punished and judged. The promise given to the
Church, however, is that “God has not destined us for wrath, but
to obtain salvation [deliverance] through our Lord Jesus Christ”
(1 Thes 5:9).1

The Rapture will change your life today!
During the 1976 presidential campaign, President Gerald Ford
visited Wheaton College; I was working in the athletic department.
The campus was electrified in anticipation. Suddenly, funds were
available to pave a student parking lot riddled with pot holes;
the grounds went through an instant beautification process; male
students even ironed their clothes! The culmination came when a
voice informed a full Edman Chapel, “Ladies and Gentlemen, the
President of the United States….” Nobody could hear the rest of
the announcement as everybody, Republican and Democrat alike,
stood and raised a cheer.
“Our citizenship is in heaven,” Paul writes in Philippians 3:20,
“from which also we eagerly wait for the Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ.” We are to live in a state of anticipation, eagerly waiting
for our sovereign Lord to appear at any moment, to raise the dead
and living members of the Body of Christ so that we will be with
Him forever. What a promise! We will see Him, our bodies will
be changed to be like His glorious body, and our salvation will be
complete (3:21).
When Paul references the return of Christ for the Church, he
often accompanies it with a life-changing response on the part of
the believer. Eager anticipation does not bring about passivity; it
produces change prior to the event. The atmosphere at Wheaton
College was transformed prior to the arrival of President Ford and
campus-wide changes were made. So much more should news of
the Rapture of the Church make a life-changing difference in those
who truly anticipate His coming!
The Rapture calls us to a holy lifestyle. Since our salvation
is nearer now than when we first believed, we are called to cast
off the works of darkness and put on the armor of light (Rom
13:11-14). As we await the blessed hope, we do so remembering
that Christ died to purify a people for Himself, a people zealous for
good works (Ti 2:13-14).
The Rapture encourages us to stand firm for Christ. Suffering will come our way; we will be misunderstood and may face
persecution; those who walk as “enemies of the cross of Christ” will
attempt to pull us down. But our citizenship is in heaven, from
which Christ will display “the power to subject all things to him-
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self. Therefore, my brothers…stand firm” (Phil 3:18-4:1). Know
that in the Lord your labor is not in vain (1 Cor 15:58).
The Rapture compels us to proclaim the Gospel. “I charge
you in the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who is to judge the
living and the dead, and by his appearing and his kingdom: preach
the word!” (2 Tm 4:1-2). While the Rapture is our deliverance
from the coming wrath, that is not the case for those who do not
know Christ. Now is the day of salvation! People need to hear the
saving Gospel of God’s grace.
The Rapture brings hope and comfort. We are called to bring
hope to our brothers and sisters in grief, to encourage them in
times of loss. Whether it is the loss of a child, a spouse, a parent or
a dear friend, it is the knowledge of Christ’s return and our being
caught up together that sustain us on the day of the funeral and
often for many lonely years ahead. “Therefore encourage one another with these words” (1 Thes 4:18).
The Rapture stirs our worship of Christ. As we anticipate the
promise of heaven and the joy of being forever with Him, it produces within us a passion for heaven and a longing for His return
(Phil 1:21-23; 2 Tm 4:7-8). Christ becomes the object of our affection (Col 3:1-4), and our hearts anticipate the day when “every
knee will bow and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to
the glory of God the Father” (Phil 1:10-11).
Do you anticipate His coming? The Rapture of the Church
will be a glorious day for those who believe that Jesus Christ died
for their sins and rose again. It’s a day of hope and rejoicing when
we will realize the culmination of our salvation. What a gift of
God’s grace for once undeserving sinners!
Or have you been among the scoffers, a doubter, or someone
who just isn’t certain? God is offering you the same hope and
promise to be rescued from the coming wrath. His grace is extended to you through Christ who paid the debt for your sin and rose
again to give you eternal life. Experience His grace today.
For a good study on the subject of the pre-Tribulation Rapture and our deliverance from the coming wrath, we would
recommend A Dispensational Theology, by Charles F. Baker;
Dispensational Theology in America during the 20th Century,
by Dale S. DeWitt; and Understanding Your Bible, by S.
Craig MacDonald. All three titles are available through Grace
Publications (see advertisement on back cover).
1

If you have any questions or would like to talk to someone
about salvation and the gift of eternal life in Christ, call us
at 616-245-0100.
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by Kenneth B. Kemper
President, Grace Bible College

E

rnest was a hard working young man. For him it
started in school as a kid. He didn’t miss class; his
homework was always done and on time. What he
lacked in raw intelligence he made up for in effort–to
the delight of his teachers. His parents didn’t need
to go to parent-teacher conferences, but they did anyway–to hear
what a delight he was to have in the classroom and to burst with
pride when they heard over and over, “Ernest will definitely accomplish great things some day because of his work ethic.”
Ernest came by it naturally; his father worked hard to be successful and his mom kept her home organized and on a schedule.
Ernest had been taught by his Christian parents to be disciplined
in his daily “quiet time.” He read and kept a prayer journal just
as dependably as he brushed his teeth or took a shower each day.
Ernest showed the same great promise at church. He was always
present for Sunday School and Worship Service with his family. He received numerous badges and awards for memorizing
Scripture and doing service projects; they were modestly displayed
on his bedroom walls. Ernest’s mother would often allude to
them. Ernest was told that he could accomplish anything if he set
his mind to it, if he were disciplined and worked hard enough at
it. So, when Ernest went off to college he had a scholarship for his
good grades in high school and even a special “Christian Leadership Scholarship” for his many hours of community service.
Ernest found a good “Bible teaching church” when he moved
across state for college. He attended regularly just as if he were
back home with his family. If Ernest was challenged by a preacher
or college professor to examine his relationship with God, then
he would think about his stack of “quiet time” journals and his
self-discipline to avoid youthful entrapments; he was mildly annoyed, as a matter of fact, that his new found college friends had
no problem claiming to be born again while indulging in worldly
pleasures. Ernest worried that if he “fell into sin,” then everything
he had been taught by his parents and disciplined himself to strive
for as a Christian would be worthless! This motivated him to try
harder to stay the course no matter how drained and inadequate he
felt at the end of the day. Ernest was driven to grow and be totally
dedicated to the Lord.
Ernest’s parents were so proud of how he was doing at Bible
college; how they would love Ernest’s little sister to meet a fine
young man one day who was as disciplined and dedicated to
Christ as Ernest was. They judged Ernest to be much more mature
“spiritually” than they had been at his age. His professors, whom
he looked up to because they had great theological knowledge
and insight into the Bible, also admired the diligence and hunger
of their eager student. Ernest approached his last year of college
and anticipated a successful post graduation career; his future was
filled with promise. He imagined receiving numerous academic
awards and no doubt would be an exemplary alumnus of the col-
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lege. Ministries and churches would heavily recruit Ernest to serve
in their organizations upon graduation because he would have a
consistent track record of high achievement. Ernest had forged his
way consistent with what he knew was pleasing in God’s sight; his
life epitomized the obedient child of God. His dedication to the
Word and unashamed fellowship with other believers, who also
took their calling from God seriously, led him to select vocational
ministry as his life’s calling. Ernest was the model, young, emerging, Christian leader.
Then, in the first semester of his senior year, Ernest met
Grace–and his world would never be the same.
Grace was from a normal, Christian family. She made a profession of faith at an early age but the things of God (and church)
were not a high priority in her life; she only recently–a couple years
after finishing high school–returned to the Lord. In her teens,
however, Grace had valued the opinions of the other rowdy teenagers she hung around (many of them from church, surprisingly).
She found her role models in popular TV shows and she fell for
and enjoyed the allurements of the world. She tried different fads
and ways to get attention and became estranged from her parents
when they tried to keep her in check. She even ran away from
home for a few days with a couple friends.
Grace had done some questionable things, like sexual promiscuity and substance abuse, which made it difficult to face her parents and Christian friends at church and be fully honest. She had
felt for some time she was unworthy of the love and trust of those
who had always been “good” and had not “fallen” as she had.
Grace’s life changed after she attended a women’s conference
over summer break her second year of community college; the
speaker spoke of forgiveness and grace and God’s clear offer of a
clean heart. Grace fell in love with God. After two years of muddling through freshman and sophomore classes, she transferred to
the same Bible college Ernest attended; she experienced acceptance
and joy among believers and peers who loved the Lord as she did.
She began to grow in her understanding of God’s Word. Her heart
gravitated to passages of Scripture, which spoke of God’s forgiveness and grace; when she “soaked” in these passages she felt it was
her story–the prodigal son of Luke 15; the woman forgiven of
adultery of Mark 16. She loved to study the Bible in the dorm
with her friends and had a real joy that was absolutely contagious.
Her junior year went well as she entirely devoured her Bible
and ministry classes. Out of extreme gratitude, she desired to pour
herself into service of all kinds and be used of God to turn others
back to Himself to discover the grace and healing she had experienced. She got mediocre grades but spent hours connecting with
other girls who appeared joyless, to encourage their hearts.
See Grace, continued on page 14
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by Dr. Sam Vinton, Jr.
Executive Director of GMI
At left: Marie and Sam Vinton, Sr.

Last year, the leadership of the Grace Churches in Congo decided they
wanted to hold a conference at Kama. The main purpose of the conference
would be commemorating the life and ministry of Sam and Marie Vinton,
founders of the work in that part of the country.

S

am Vinton, Sr. arrived in Congo in 1928 and Marie in
1929. They got married in Africa in 1932 and established
a ministry at Kama, where they served for practically the
rest of their lives. “Mama Vi” (as Marie Vinton was fondly known by the Congolese) went to be with the Lord on
May 2, 1983 and is buried at Kama. “Baba Vi” continued working
at Kama until March 2004, when he had a stroke and returned to
the United States; he went to be with the Lord on January 2, 2005.
Through their efforts sharing the Gospel, many Congolese came
to a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ. Churches were
planted in many villages, pastors were trained, a medical center was
established and many primary schools were started. Their renown
spread all across Congo. Baba Vi was honored by the Belgian Colonial government. He received the Congolese government’s highest honor when he was inducted into the “Order of the Leopard.”
In light of their commitment to the Lord and the Congolese
people, close to 1500 people gathered at Kama, March 23-28,
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2011, to remember and honor these two servants of the Lord. On
March 17, my brother Fred and I flew to Kigali, Rwanda, where
we were met by Kennedy Simtowe, GMI missionary in Malawi,
and Pastor Steve Thobela from the Grace Churches of South Africa,
which are associated with Things to Come Mission. From Kigali we
flew to an airport close to the Congo border and were driven to
Bukavu where we spent the next three days.
Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) would fly us to Kama, but
first we spent three days in Bukavu, where Kennedy and I conducted a seminar attended by about 100 Christians from Grace
churches in the area. From Bukavu we first flew to Kipaka, where
we spent a day with Fred and Karen Vinton and national church
leaders. We are thankful to the Lord for the two skilled Congolese
doctors who are directing the Kipaka Grace Hospital; the pastors
leading the Kipaka Grace Church–as well as supervising 60 churches founded in the surrounding villages; and a number of grade

schools in the region and a high school at Kipaka. All of these
ministries can trace their nascent beginnings to the work of Sam,
Sr. and Marie.
The MAF plane flew us to Kama on March 24, where Kennedy and I held seminars for three days. Kennedy’s focus was very
significant as he challenged the Grace Churches in Congo to become
missionary-minded and reach out beyond their borders with the
Gospel. As an African speaking to Africans, Kennedy was able to
share his own burden for missions very effectively and powerfully.
Kennedy and his wife Sofia (who are Tanzanians and speak Swahili) are GMI missionaries who began the ministry in Zambia with
Dan and Tina Moyer. Kennedy also began the ministry in Malawi
and has a great desire to see the gospel of God’s grace taken to other countries in Africa. Pastor Steve Thobela also gave an update on
the All Africa Grace Fellowship and its importance to all the Grace
churches in Africa. Let’s pray that the Grace Churches in Africa will
accept the challenge of looking beyond themselves and reach out to
their neighboring countries with the good news of salvation in our
Lord Jesus Christ.
Sunday, March 27, was set aside for a special service to honor
my parents, Sam and Marie Vinton. Close to 1500 people
jammed into the Kama Church. We sang for five and a half hours
and listened to over twenty choirs and special songs. There were
several testimonies of how my parents had impacted lives, and a
message from the Word of God on Nehemiah. There was also a
presentation of gifts to the special guests and to the Vinton family
(Fred, Sr. and Fred, Jr., Bill, Sue and Sam, Jr.). Thirty-five men
and women (now with the Lord) who had worked with my parents
were honored posthumously, as well as another forty who are still
living.
Listening to people who loved my parents and worked with
them for so many years, I jotted down the following things that
characterized the life and ministry of Sam and Marie Vinton:
(1) a love for people; (2) a commitment to God and His Word; (3)
a heart of service; (4) compassion for those in need; (5) a willingness to endure hardship; (6) never satisfied with the status quo.
I trust that you will do what I did at that commemoration–and
continue to do: Ask God to work in me, in us, so that our lives
bring honor to Him as we draw inspiration from such amazing,
godly examples of two of His very special servants.

Photos at right, top to bottom: MAF plane dips its left wing
in a turn over the landing strip at Kama; Grace Church in
Congo leaders with Dr. Sam; The girls choir at the Kama Grace
Church.
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by Randy Tucker

O

ur God is sovereign. Yet, is it not true that His planned
will for history includes His permissive will–and thus
things that are not “ideal”–because of sin?

Included in this permissive will of God are “mistakes” made
by mankind–including believers. Thus, it is possible for the Holy
Spirit to be resisted by unbelievers (Mt 12:24-32; Acts 7:51) and
grieved (Eph 4:32) or quenched (1 Thes 5:19) by believers. In
other words, God has planned that mankind can (respectively)
“stiff arm,” sadden, or stifle the Spirit.
Interestingly enough, one of these actions–quenching the
Spirit–may be affecting our choosing of church elders. How can
that be?

Well, first of all, the Holy Spirit is at times associated with fire
or burning (e.g., Acts 2:3-4). The concept of quenching in current usage is most often related to satisfying one’s thirst. Scripturally, however, all seven other occurrences of this Greek word for
“quench” (sbennumi) involve putting out fire (Mt 12:20; 25:8; Mk
9:44,46,48; Eph 6:16; Heb 11:34). Paul, then, seems to connect
the idea of fire or burning with the Spirit’s work in believers.
Now, from the fact that the very next verse in 1 Thessalonians 5
mentions prophecy, it may be inferred that Paul is relating the
quenching of the Spirit to the Spirit’s gifts. The following three
injunctions (vv. 21-22) go along with this quite well–namely, prove
all (the declarations of the NT prophets), adhere to what is good,
and abstain from every form of evil (by comparing their declarations with what Paul taught them).
By extension, this quenching of the Holy Spirit could occur
when His other gifts are rejected by rejecting the men that have
them–including gifts God gives to certain men to be church elders
(Eph 4:11). Thus, could it be that the rejection of someone as an

elder may, in fact, be a quenching of the Holy Spirit in His provision for the Church?
With that question in mind, let us consider the qualifications
of an elder. We will, first, examine four aspects of Paul’s precepts
regarding elders. Second, let’s look at our current practice–by
considering particularly two of the requirements for elders.

I. PAUL’S PRECEPTS

A. The Silence
First, considering Paul’s precepts, we are struck by the paucity
of material regarding requirements for elders. Of course, Scripture
does tell us much more about them than about requirements for
deacons–and youth directors, Christian education directors, music
leaders, choir directors, church secretaries and treasurers, committee chairs, Sunday School superintendents and teachers, and even
missionaries!
Yet, not even one whole chapter in Scripture is devoted to
elders’ qualifications. They are listed in two brief passages–only
a dozen verses in total (1 Tm 3:1-7; Ti. 1:5-9). They are not
radically different from the much shorter lists for a deacon (1 Tm
3:8-12) and a servant of the Lord (2 Tm 2:24-26). 1 Timothy
3:1-7 contains only 16-17 different traits, and Titus 1:5-9 has only
15-17 (depending on one’s numbering).
The rationale for the selection and arrangement of the traits
is not clear. Familial, ministerial, moral, personal, and spiritual
attributes are given in no distinguishable order of category or
importance. Adjectives, nouns, and verbals are intermixed–as
are positive and negative traits.
Continued on page 10
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“Paul elaborates or explains very few of the requirements. Are the ones he chooses for comment the most
important, or are they ones that he thought needed clarification or justification?”
Continued from page 8

Six traits (seven if the two different Greek words translated
“blameless” are counted separately) are found in both lists. The
other nine or ten in each list are unique to that list.
A number of qualities that we today might consider important
are not mentioned at all. For example, nothing is said about one’s
mental abilities–including IQ, education, or even the ability to
read.
What about one’s experience (though some squeeze this into–
or out of–the idea of not being a novice)? How strange it is that
the need for a “call to the ministry” (which seems to be almost universally found among assemblies of believers today–be it for elder,
other church leader, evangelist, or missionary) is missing from both
of Paul’s lists and also from the rest of the New Testament.
Why is there nothing in Paul’s lists about bravery, charity, congeniality, courtesy, decency, fervency, frugality, humility, modesty,
propriety, reliability, or tenacity? Interestingly enough, neither list
even remotely resembles any of the four personality types (choleric,
melancholic, phlegmatic, and sanguine) popular among Christian writers and educators in the 1970s and 1980s (but actually
systematized before and during the Middle Ages), nor does either
approach the number of traits in any one of these psychological
categories.
More significant is that neither passage mentions anything
about an elder being “full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom,” such as
was required even of those who were to supervise food distribution
to widows among early disciples (Acts 6:3). Only one of the nine
aspects of the fruit of the Spirit is mentioned (in one list)–that being temperance (Ti 1:8; cf Gal 5:23).
Also, are Paul’s lists more suggestive than exhaustive? Not till
chapter 4 in 1 Timothy does Paul mention other aspects of life that
one might think appropriate for elders–that is, for Timothy to be
an example of the believers in word, life, love, spirit, faith, and purity (1 Tm 4:12). Could not–should not–these also apply to elders
and not just to Timothy?
In addition, Paul’s two lists differ dramatically in content.
Does this mean that the traits he mentions in both are the most
important? Are traits found in only one of the two lists important
solely (or mainly) in the area where Timothy or Titus was working?
One more thing: Paul elaborates or explains very few of the
requirements. Are the ones he chooses for comment the most
important, or are they ones that he thought needed clarification or
justification?
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B. The Subjectivity
Even the traits that Paul does mention seem, in some respects,
to be more general than specific. A number of the traits are definitely open to a variety and subjectivity of interpretation.
Just looking at the “apt to teach,” “not a novice,” and “good
report” qualifications–how much ability, Christian experience,
and good reputation, respectively, does Paul have in mind? Had
Paul changed his mind regarding novices since the time he and
Barnabas appointed elders in the churches they had just recently
founded on their first missionary journey (Acts 14:23)? Two centuries later, Cyprian was converted in about AD 246 and became
an elder/bishop in just two years (c. AD 248)–not a strict view of
the “not a novice” requirement. Similarly, strictly applying “good
report” would have disqualified profligate Augustine.
Then, too, to what degree must an elder have his house(hold)
in subjection? If a man has ten children, and one of them is the
proverbial “black sheep,” does that disqualify him from being an
elder? How about if that black sheep is only one of two children?
Some words are vague or ambiguous; meanings are in doubt.
Some are rare words and have been legitimately interpreted in different ways by various respected Bible scholars. This is seen in the
variety of translations.
Consider also the apparent synonyms. In Titus 1:6,7 the
Greek word translated “blameless” means one who has not been
charged with anything wrong, whereas “blameless” in 1 Timothy
3:2 comes from a Greek word meaning strictly one who has nothing in him that might even lead to being charged. Did Paul intend
these different words to be considered synonyms? If so, which
meaning did he have in mind?
In three instances, what might seem to be slightly different
traits in the KJV are actually the same. “Vigilant” (1 Tm 3:2) and
“sober” (Ti 1:8) are the same word in the Greek, meaning “discreet.” “Given to hospitality” (1 Tm 3:2) and “a lover of hospitality” (Ti 1:8) are exactly the same word in the Greek. Similarly, “not
greedy of filthy lucre” (1 Tm 3:3) is the same word as “not given to
filthy lucre” (Ti 1:7).
Furthermore, what about the negative requirements that an
elder not be “greedy of filthy lucre” or “covetous” (1 Tm 3:3)?
Strictly speaking, these are internal, involving one’s mind; so who
but God really knows?
If, though, it is true that one can tell someone else’s thoughts
by his words and deeds, then we are again faced with a subjective
determination of how greedy or covetous the prospective elder is
and whether or not that eliminates him from consideration for the
office. In the case of paid elder staff, do some churches overlook or

play down the degree to which some men negotiate regarding their
salary and benefits–and the way they move between churches that
will offer them more in those areas?

C. The Scene
Additionally, what scene do these lists portray? That is, what
does Paul have in view–a snapshot or feature length movie–a potential elder’s past life or his present life?
If we think that these traits apply to an elder’s past life, how far
back should we look? five years, a decade, a generation, all of his
adult life, or all of his life since his conversion (whether that be in
childhood or adulthood)? Scripture, again, is silent on the subject. Moreover, none could know a prospective elder’s past fully–
especially in the first century, when they could not do background
checks and get thorough references on a prospect.
Perhaps the answer is much simpler. A strong hint is that Paul
uses the present tense. He writes that a bishop or elder must “be,”
not must “have been.” This alone, it seems to me, is sufficiently
clear to infer that Paul does not want an elder’s past life to be considered–be it full of great achievements or colossal failures.
This emphasis on an elder’s present life is confirmed when we
consider just a few of the traits Paul mentions. First, “blameless.”
Cannot we all agree, if that referred to an elder’s past life, then no
one would qualify–no matter how strictly or loosely one interprets
this idea of being above or beyond reproach?
Who has always been blameless? Certainly not before salvation. Moreover, even after salvation, many believers struggle for
years with sinful habits that would be (or should be) things that
would bring disgrace to a church if those believers were elders
(church leaders) at the time.
If a past failure–or more graciously–even a series of failures in
one or more of the areas Paul mentions disqualifies someone for
eldership, what about the areas Paul does not mention? What if
someone has been guilty of addiction (to alcohol, drugs, tobacco),
blackmail, bribery, burglary, kidnapping, murder, terrorism, treason, or witchcraft? Would not such activities similarly disqualify?
It would seem that only those saved in early childhood–and kept in
sinless perfection–could later become elders!
That is not all. Again considering the “apt to teach” requirement, Paul certainly does not mean that an elder must have always
been a good teacher (even as a child). Nor, likewise, does the
“ruleth well his own house” requirement refer to all of his past life
(especially before he became a spouse and a parent).

As far as the need for believing and properly behaving children,
does this rule out a man who has no children at home because either he is childless or they have grown up and left home? Probably
they were not always exemplary children, and certainly they were
not always believing.
Obviously, no one would pass the “not a novice” test if that
referred to his previous life! Every believer was a novice in some
respect for a period in his past life! So, again, this alone proves that
these qualifications do not refer to an elder’s past life.
Even with the other traits–vigilant, sober, of good behavior,
given to hospitality, a good report among unbelievers–it would
seem that one’s past lack of any or even all of these is not intended
to disqualify him from being an elder. These and many other
Christian virtues are things that develop with time. Thus, this
reinforces the requirement that an elder not be a novice presently.
I can point you to a pastor of a Bible-believing church in Florida
who for seven years was addicted to drugs and alcohol–after being
saved. Obviously, the church that chose him applied the “not
given to wine” to his present and not his past life. It seems that
most churches do that for all of the other traits as well–except,
perhaps, for the “one-woman man” trait.

D. The Standard
A fourth problem area concerns the idea of a standard. A central factor in this regard is our understanding of the word “must”
(Gr. dei; 1 Tm 3:2; Ti. 1:7). Must “must” mean “must” always?
In essence, dei indicates compulsion of some sort. It may be
related to God’s decree and power, law or custom, moral duty, inner necessity, logical result, or what is fitting and proper.
Although the most frequent translation of the Greek word dei
is “must” (59 times in the New Testament in the KJV–plus “must
needs” 5 times), it is also rendered “need” and “needful” (once
each), “was meet” (twice), “should” (4 times), and “ought” (30
times). In Paul’s writings, “ought” is found 13 times, “must” 12
times, “must needs” once, and “was meet” once. In 1 Timothy,
twice its translation is “must” (3:2,7) and twice “ought” (3:15;
5:13); in Titus it is twice “must” (1:7,11) and once “ought” (1:11).
So, again, context must decide the meaning of the word in
each instance. The variety of meaning is seen in at least five possibilities in understanding how Paul may have intended these lists
to be a standard in choosing elders.
Continued on page 12
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“How selective we must be is not clear in Scripture.”
Continued from page 11

(1) First, these lists may indicate the ideal traits that
churches should want in their elders. The translation “ought”
would support this view; so do the ideas of blamelessness
(1 Tm 3:2; Ti 1:6,7) and holiness (Ti 1:8). However, this does not
explain why Paul omitted from these lists many spiritual qualities
(e.g., the fruit of the Spirit).

II. OUR PRACTICE

(2) Another view, then, emphasizing the translation
“must,” holds that these are simply the bare minimum qualifications for elders. Other traits may be desired; these are required.
There is little in these lists that is peculiar to elders (i.e., that is
not expected of all believers). This may be argued from the rather
minimal traits of not being violent or an alcoholic. Moreover, how
does one determine the minimum traits when the lists differ in
well over 50% of their contents? Likewise, again, why does Paul
omit some important spiritual qualities?

One extreme is the apparent neglect of certain requirements.
An example of this is the relatively–correction–extremely important trait of being “apt to teach.”

(3) Third, some have considered them to be essentially
secular or civil traits. Onosander (about AD 50) is cited, who
says a good general must be self-restrained, moderate, respectable,
sober, frugal, able to speak well, no lover of money, a family man,
tough, intelligent, and neither a youth nor too elderly. Admittedly,
there are, in general, some remarkable similarities to Paul’s lists, but
there are also some major omissions, and it is really stretching the
meanings of words to call others synonyms.

The responsibilities of teaching God’s truth (e.g., expounding, defending) should be seen to be of vital
importance. One wonders if some congregations that insist on a plurality of
elders should reconsider that stance
when they can’t come up with elders
that meet this requirement (even
though they may meet the church’s
expectations).

(4) Fourth, the major differences in Paul’s two lists may
indicate that Paul had different requirements for different locales
of the Roman Empire (Timothy in Ephesus, Titus in Crete). Paul
knew the different traits that were more important–or that Timothy and Titus were neglecting–in their respective ministries and
locations. This view could help justify churches today requiring
traits additional to those Paul listed.
(5) Fifth, these lists may be very individual. Could it be
that when Paul penned these lists he had in mind individual men
who were wanting to be elders and that Timothy and Titus were
considering? He felt he didn’t need to name them, so he discreetly
listed traits that would make it clear he would not approve of their
appointments. This would explain the major differences in the
lists–as well as the overlapping traits. It would likewise explain
the lack of many more spiritual qualities that one would assume
should be present in a church’s elders.
In deciding whether Paul’s standard is ideal, minimal, civil, local or individual, let us not forget to keep this idea of a standard in
light of the rest of Paul’s writings. In particular, Jesus’ death freed
believers from law–we are under grace (Rom 6:14). How can this
truth be harmonized with a hard-and-fast, uncompromising list of
legalistic requirements? Perhaps one’s view of these elders’ traits
comes down to one’s emphasis on law (“must”) or grace (“ought”).
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So what should be done today, almost 2,000 years from the
time Paul wrote? It would appear that two extremes are followed
by assemblies of believers today.

A. Apt to Teach Example

Admittedly, being “apt to teach” is not very specific. The
Greek term occurs in only one elder list (1 Tm 3:2) and, in fact,
only twice in the New Testament (the other instance being in the
list of traits of a “servant of the Lord,” 2 Tm 2:24). It would seem
to include both comprehension of the truth and communication
of the truth.

How selective we must be is
not clear in Scripture. How
“apt” to teach is not defined.
Should we not, though, aim
high–for God’s glory and the
feeding of the flock? Maybe
some churches should follow
the example of one just north
of Chicago that asked its pastor
to go back to school for more training precisely because he couldn’t
teach.

B. One-Woman Man Example
At the other end of the spectrum is the extreme (again, all
too prevalent today) of insisting on compliance with a doubtful
understanding of a very obscure phrase, “the husband of one wife.”
The two Greek words behind this phrase can be rendered literally
“a one-wife husband,” “a one-wife man,” “a one-woman husband” and “a one-woman man.” Good Bible scholars throughout
Church history have differed widely over the phrase.
Some argue that the obvious meaning is that a bishop, elder, or
pastor must be married. If Paul meant that, however, why didn’t
he just say it? This would be similar to assuming that Paul’s refer-

ence to an elder’s ruling his household well and having “faithful
children” “in subjection with all gravity” and “not accused of riot
or unruly” means that an elder must
have children living at home.
Must an elder quit his position
once his children leave home?

Incidentally, those who argue that divorce does not end a marriage are, it would seem, actually arguing with God. First, in the
Old Testament, it seems clear that God allowed a divorce to end
a marriage (Deut 24:1-4); under the Law, in fact, the divorce so
ended the marriage that the couple were not allowed to remarry–
though, of course, they were allowed to marry someone else.

If Paul meant that an
elder must resign as elder if
he becomes a widower, why
didn’t he make that clear? No
doubt we’ve all known at least
one single or widowed elder
who has served for decades as
an effective pastor-teacher.

Did things change during the earthly ministry of Jesus? Recall, if you will, the fact that Jesus used the past (not the present)
tense in referring to the husbands of the woman at the well. He
said “thou hast had five husbands” (Jn 4:18), not “thou hast five
husbands.” When Jesus spoke, this woman had no husband; Jesus
thus affirmed human (governmental or societal) recognition of
marriage and divorce. This may not be the ideal in our eyes, but
it is what it is; in God’s “eyes,” divorce, not just death, ends a marriage.

Many others look at this
prerequisite and see a prohibition of polygamy. Again,
if Paul had that in mind,
why not say so? The point is
important for many missionaries, especially in polygamous cultures. Can they allow any elders (besides themselves) in churches
they start, since every man has been–or still is–a polygamist? Even
if the missionaries insist that the polygamists divorce all but one
wife, does not that then put them in the category of the divorced,
which, many say, also disqualifies them for eldership?

CONCLUSIONS
Certainty
In light of the evidence, it would appear that certainty–regarding all the qualifications for elders–may be impossible and not
expected by the Lord. Paul’s two lists differ in contents, and some
of the words used are rare, with vague meanings, making it difficult
to be dogmatic about the qualifications.

Given the immoral conditions of Paul’s day, there can hardly
be any doubt that many believers had experienced divorce for all
kinds of reasons. Was Paul excluding from eldership all of these
men?

It seems that Paul’s lists are suggestive, not exhaustive. Also,
Paul is evidently not referring to past but to present attributes of an
elder candidate.

Is it possible Paul was referring to something broader than
these and other ideas combined? The phrase “one-woman man”
is found only in the lists of elder and deacon requirements (1 Tm
3:2,12; Ti 1:6), with the similar “one-man woman” phrase found
only once (1 Tm 5:9). So we can’t go elsewhere in Paul’s Epistles
(much less to Jesus’ pronouncements in the Gospels) for help in
interpreting it.

Perhaps what the Bible says and doesn’t say about qualifications for elders indicates the freedom and flexibility that God allows in this matter. Dean Henry Alford (author of a book entitled,
The Greek Testament, and dean of Canterbury 1857-71) put it this
way: “It must be as a matter of course understood that regulations,
in all lawful things, depend, even when made by an Apostle, on
circumstances.”

If we believe that Paul’s writings were God-breathed, then we
must assume that God wanted him to write what he wrote–no
more and no less–including the words he used. He could have
used more specific words to say an elder must not be involved in
adultery, bestiality, bisexuality, concubinage, divorce, fornication,
homosexuality, polygamy, or remarriage. Instead of using any (or
all) of these negative terms, Paul used a positive term.

Not all churches are created equal. Not all elders are created
equal. They need not all be taken from the same cookie cutter.
We live under grace.

Could it not be, then, that Paul used this admittedly enigmatic
term to refer to the quality of an elder–if married–having affection solely for his wife? He loves her only and is totally faithful to
her; a one-woman man. As with the other qualifications, Paul is
not looking back in the candidate’s life for failures in this (or any
other) area. Rather, he is emphasizing monogamy and fidelity in
the prospective elder’s current marriage.
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Circumstances

Caution
Finally, when in doubt, “quench not the Spirit” (1 Thes 5:19).
In other words, it would be better to err on the side of accepting or
approving someone as an elder than in rejecting that person and,
in the process, squelching the Spirit’s ministry. Yet–and equally
important–let us not ignore the Holy Spirit’s clear teaching on this
or any other subject!
Many local churches could use a few more good men as elders.
We should strive to be both biblical and realistic in selecting them.
Let’s be sure to stay well within Paul’s precepts and principles–no
more, no less than what the Bible really says!

“Ernest found himself wanting to understand why Grace acted the way she did, so passionate about God,
so loving of others without being judgemental; she had ‘baggage’ from her past, after all; he had pieced it
together from some of their conversations that she had done some things and it didn’t add up for him.”
Grace, continued from page 5

It was the first week of classes senior year when Grace met
Ernest. He was in her Church Ministry class and they were assigned to work on a group project together. They’d seen one
another around campus but never spoken. Grace immediately was
impressed by Ernest’s eagerness to lead and organize the project,
so the group would do well and get a good grade. Ernest, on the
other hand, was not sure how Grace’s sweet spirit and encouraging
demeanor towards all in the group, including himself, would help
the group stay focused. In the weeks that followed, Ernest found
himself wanting to understand why Grace acted the way she did,
so passionate about God, so loving of others without being judgemental. She had “baggage” from her past, after all; he had pieced
it together from some of their conversations that she had done
some things and it didn’t add up for him. Ernest struggled when
he considered his own heart and his lackluster love for the Lord...
and for others. More than once (quite often), he felt judgmental
towards others, believers and unbelievers alike. “Why don’t they
have more self-discipline?” he’d say to himself, and found himself
looking down on others who were not “achieving” like he was in
his Christian walk. He needed to talk to Grace.
Grace agreed to meet Ernest for coffee in the Student Commons
after dinner one evening–to talk about their project. But what
he found out that night, about Grace and consequently himself,
changed him forever! Grace gave her testimony using a story from
the pages of Scripture; Ernest saw himself in the story:
Jesus was invited to the home of a Pharisee, one named Simon,
for dinner (Lk 7:36-50). A woman, who had lived a sinful
life, heard that Jesus was eating at Simon’s house. She brought
an alabaster jar of perfume to the home. During dinner she
knelt behind Jesus at his feet, weeping; she wetted his feet with
her tears, then wiped them with her hair; she kissed them and
poured perfume on them.
The Pharisees were astonished and embarrassed that Jesus (the
teacher) would associate with a sinful woman. Jesus proceeded
to tell Simon (the Pharisee) a parable of two debtors who
owed huge amounts of money to a moneylender and were
both forgiven their outstanding debts. Jesus asked, ‘Which
of the two former debtors will love the moneylender more?’
Simon answered correctly according to Jesus, ‘…the one who
had the bigger debt canceled.’ Jesus then applied the story
to the sinful woman who showed undivided attention to her
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Lord regardless of the opinions and judgmental looks of the
religious leaders.
As Grace came to Jesus’ summary of the parable she made it
clear that it applied to her as well. “I tell you,” Grace said, “her
many sins have been forgiven–for which she loved much. But he
who has been forgiven little, loves little.”
Ernest knew she had quoted the words to describe why she was
so in love with her Savior, but he also realized in his heart that he
had often reasoned his good behavior in his own power left him
with little needing “forgiveness.” Grace was experiencing the love
and grace of God in a way he only studied theologically. Ernest
wanted to love God deeply and live in the fullness of God’s grace
like she was! The realization of this truth heightened his awareness all the more that he was living and working–and had for as
long as he could remember–to earn God’s favor. The light came
on: No one can earn God’s approval because it is freely given! As
Grace finished describing her daily delight in knowing the love of
God and loving Him in return, of serving in light of His amazing
grace, Ernest fought back the tears and thanked her for explaining
undeserved favor in a way he finally understood. “Ernest,” Grace
said, “tell me your faith story.”
“It’s all about grace and forgiveness, too,” Ernest struggled to
get out, “but I’ve only realized how much... recently. Maybe I can
tell you about it some other time? It would give me an excuse to
buy you a latte.”
Grace responded with a smile and said, “That sounds like a
great idea. I would like that.”

This story is true. I witnessed it unfolding. It’s based upon
real students who attended Grace Bible College. It conveys universal truths meant for all of us, which is why I’ve “personified” the
names of the two students, making it easier for us to relate.

by Pastor Scott Myers

I

remember being fascinated with clocks when
I was a young boy. Not the ones that sat on a
nightstand, but the big ones that stood in entryways and hallways; they were like sentinels guarding something very important.

I am not sure where I saw my first one, but that
immense grandfather clock was almost too exquisite to
look at for very long. Even now, recalling the beauty,
the precision, the rhythm of the old clock, brings a
smile to my face. I think it was the ticking sound of the
pendulum swinging back and forth, almost to the beat
of my heart, that drew me to it. The grandeur of that
grandfather clock speaks to me now of the design that
our God placed within His creation.
Think about it. It seems that everything within
creation has an innate beauty, a precision, a rhythm that
cannot be denied. Even the swinging of the pendulum
reminds me that things never are allowed to swing too
far to the right or too far to the left; there is a counterbalance at work within His brilliant design.
And what about the inevitability God has fixed to
His creation of time? The constant, steady, tick, tock,
of the clock, reminds me that we are in step with it on a
march toward our destiny.
Also, each moment of every day is spent once. At
the end of the day, did we foolishly throw it away or
spend it wisely? We get one chance; nobody gets to go
back and do it over.
My father once told me that the most surprising
thing for him was how fast his life sped by. The older
he got the more it just seemed to be accelerating (he
would have been ninety this fall… hardly seems possible).

Solomon begins the third chapter of his journal
of frustration with this phrase: “There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under heaven”
(Eccl 3:1). Then he rhythmically proceeds to list couplet after couplet of the events that make up our lives.
Many times these verses are read at graduations or other
rites of passage, but when they are lifted out of the context of the journal they lose their significance. Solomon
is communicating that there is a rhythm to life; if you
remove the Creator from this rhythm, all you end up
with is boredom and frustration. Here is his conclusion:
What does the worker gain from his toil? I have
seen the burden God has laid on men.
He has made everything beautiful in its time. He
has also set eternity in the hearts of men;
yet they cannot fathom what God has done from
beginning to end.
Ecclesiastes 3:9-11
How ironic that, although God has placed eternity
in our hearts, without Him in our lives we are unable to
fathom what He has done; we cannot begin to find the
significance and the beauty in the things He has created… not even time.
These past few weeks, my son Cameron and I were
busy painting the inside of my brother and sister-inlaw’s home. It has been a number of years since it was
painted, and since one of their favorite nephews was
home from college, they thought they would employ
him (and his father) to complete a job they would rather have someone else do (and we were both grateful for
the work). But painting sixteen-foot, vaulted ceilings is
no one’s idea of a good time! They have a grandfather
clock we could hear throughout the common areas of
the home. The only way we were able to finish the task
Continued on page 16
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was to remind ourselves that “this too will pass”; the clock continued ticking and we were encouraged by the precision of the swinging pendulum, knowing the job’s completion was drawing closer.
How often do we really think through the investment of our
time or the possible ramifications of decisions we make at a point
in time? Two things amaze me: 1) How careful a person will be
with their money, but how careless they will be with their time.
Money can be made, spent, invested, lost, and retrieved again.
But time is one thing that can only be spent; once it is gone, it is
gone forever! 2) How carelessly we are in making decisions, failing
to think through the effects, positively and negatively, of the multitude of decisions we make each day. If you have known me for
any amount of time, you will have heard me mention a statement
from Socrates: “The unexamined life is not worth living,” and too
often we fail to heed his advice. The great Apostle put it this way:
Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps
what he sows. The one who sows to please his sinful nature,
from that nature will reap destruction; the one who sows to
please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us
not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we
will reap a harvest if we do not give up. Therefore, as we have
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opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially to those
who belong to the family of believers.
Galatians 6:7-10
So what do we do? Become consumed by the ticking of the
clock, the boring march toward death? Worry about each and every decision to the point of paralysis? Absolutely not! With all the
frustration Solomon experiences living “under the sun,” he finally
lifts his eyes to heaven and offers a nugget of wisdom:
Remember your Creator in the days of your youth, before
the days of trouble come
and the years approach when you will say, ‘I find no
pleasure in them.’
Ecclesiastes 12:1
Begin now to cultivate the habit of an ongoing dialogue with
your heavenly Father about every time-consuming thing you do.
Since He is the Creator of time, pray to Him the same prayer
Moses did: “Teach us to number our days aright, that we may gain
a heart of wisdom” (Ps 90:12). And begin each day submitting
those twenty-four hours to Him, asking for His mind in the decisions of the day, no matter how small those decisions may seem.

A Family Bible Study Solution

At right: Pat and Robert Kilgo using a BCF Lesson for
personal devotions.

by Pat Kilgo

Like many fathers, I am concerned about
the negative impact that our society can have on
my children. My oldest son is 12 years old and I
have recently seen how the world’s system is quietly starting to influence both his thinking and
the way he relates to our family. Looking back
to my own preteen years, I remember just how
powerful the world’s system was 25 years ago–it
certainly is more powerful today! Because he is
our oldest child, my wife and I don’t have much
experience in dealing with these issues but we
know that the key to resisting the world’s system
lies in knowing God’s Word.
To counteract these influences in their lives,
we have our children actively involved in church
and they attend Christian schools. Also, each
evening we do a devotional study with our four
children. Because of their wide age range (the
youngest is 5 years old) it has become difficult to
find devotional lessons that mutually benefit all
of the children.

My son, Robert, has heard all of the children’s Bible stories a dozen times and doesn’t
grow much from hearing them anymore. Enter
Tim and Judy Heath, missionaries with Things
to Come Mission, who mentioned that they had
mentored several couples using the PMA’s Bible
Correspondence Fellowship lessons that are available online. They suggested that I incorporate
the lessons into my own ministry. I immediately
thought of my son.
The next day I printed off the introductory
lesson and he and I started working through one
section per day, usually in about 15-20 minutes.
One of us writes and one of us looks up verses
and we alternate these jobs after each section.
The lessons are written on a perfect level for
him and he is grasping the truths quite well. In
fact, after about one month of daily study he is
“memorizing” Scripture without even realizing
it. At times the lesson will direct us to a portion
of Scripture that has been covered before and he
will know what the verse says without even having to look it up.
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What a vast improvement over telling him
the same stories from a children’s book! He is
learning so much truth and I have seen him
apply it to his own life already in very real and
tangible ways. Having this devotional time with
him has been beneficial in a number of ways.
In addition to the learning, he and I are having
quality time together. The importance of Bible
study is being silently reinforced just by making
it a daily priority. Last, but not least, I am learning a lot too!
I highly recommend using the PMA lessons
for preteen children. They are fantastic and a
great way to bond and grow in your Christian
walk together.

Region I: Pacific Northwest
Scott Myers

None reported.

Region II: Southwest
Rob Warmouth & Chuck Williams

Grace Bible Church of Anaheim,
CA, has taken on a number of remodeling tasks this year. All of the bathrooms
have been completely redone with new tile
and fixtures. When this was completed
they decided that the Kitchen/Fellowship
Hall needed a facelift. So, with help from

Above: Anaheim’s newly renovated kitchen. Ready to host the next SW Region
GGF conference!

a couple of the young men from the Celebrate Recovery program, the appliances were
removed and the old cabinets were torn
out, along with the carpeting and linoleum.
Then, the workmen started on a Wednesday to put in the new cabinets and tile floor
in the kitchen area; new carpet was laid and
the new stove, microwave and refrigerator
were in place and ready for use by Sunday
morning. Also, in place outside by the patio, Pastor Phillip has set up a coffee bar for
fellowship on Sunday mornings.

Region III: West
Steve Blackwell

Grace Bible Church of Lakewood
CO (Pastors Harl Hargett; Mark Smith;
David Thunselle): Grace Bible Church has
had an influx of new members these past
few months. We have expanded our Social
Ministry to home groups and increased our
home Bible studies to accommodate the
growth. Our summer will be filled with
preaching, teaching and reaching out.
Harvest Fellowship of Brighton,
CO: Pastor Steve Blackwell writes, “We
certainly have been going through some
changes! Clyde Roy, our evangelist, is no
longer with Harvest. He has been moved in
his heart for some time now to go forward
in his own ministry, to do more evangelistic
events, meetings, church speaking, jail ministry, etc., and decided he couldn’t move
forward unless he left Harvest. Our hearts
are broken and happy for Clyde at the same

time. He has been with us for over 18
years and will be missed.
“Also, Aaron Hulbert (our Youth Pastor) is leaving in July. He is taking on the
youth ministry at his wife’s home church
in Cheyenne, WY. He will be missed. So,
we have been feeling a little abandoned!
But with some “mourning of the loss,” we
are picking up and pressing on into our
future. It seems like these types of times
sure deepen our relationship with God.
The whole church is moving in a stronger
direction with so many volunteering that
never stepped out before. Pastor Bobby
Hill (former Derby Bible Church and Closer
Walk Bible Church) has stepped up and is
rotating in the preaching and has become
an integral part of our leadership. This is a
new season for us and we are excited about
taking the challenges of new ministry. We
will be adding Celebrate Recovery as well as
other vital ministries that reach out to our
community.”

Region IV: Upper Midwest
Mark Matychuk & Les Takkinen

Grace Bible Church of West Allis,
WI: Pastor Takkinen reports that good
things come with time! Sometimes it takes
a lot of time to have something good come
to fruition. Take chili for example, when it
simmers and simmers it usually tastes better
Continued top of page 19
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and better. We have had a missionary map
project, which has taken two years to get to
its final phase. The church had a very nice
bulletin board given in memory of a man
who died many years ago. But the Missionary Committee decided the space needed a
“new look” regarding the missionaries that
we support. Included is a flat screen monitor that shares about the different families
we support during the year. It is our desire
to have this changed on a monthly basis so
that our attendees can see some evidence of
what is happening in the countries under
their supervision and ministry.

63551. The camp facility was tested for
two weeks in June by 90 men, women, and
children–all volunteers of a Southern Baptist
organization from Mississippi, known as
Builders for Christ, who use building opportunities to be evangelists and conduct
Vacation Bible Schools. They were a joy
to be around and helped get the grounds
ready for the next two weeks of Lee
Homoki’s Cowboy Adventure Camps. For
summer camp info, call 1-660-355-4859.

I am thankful for the leadership of
Chelsea Budde and the mission’s team that
have worked long and hard on this project.
Brigitte, not a member of the church, did
the lettering over the map. Greg Cox replaced the bulletin board with a new map
and border. Buzz and Deborah Korich did
the painting and final touches on the map.
And, Lenette Cox is putting together the
pictures of each of the missionary families
that will surround the Board.

has accepted the position of President of
the school, which currently has some 80
students. He has a PhD from Indiana State
University and is a specialist in curriculum
development and distance learning construction. Rick Owsley, the pastor of St
Louis Bible Fellowship, will now serve
as Academic Dean and Registrar and carry
the title of President Emeritus while he
continues teaching numerous courses.

Also, after many months of what we
call a “dry spell” in seeing souls come to
know Christ as Savior, we have had five
souls trust in the Savior within just two
months. We are God’s vessels and planters
and God is the One who gives the increase
(1 Cor 3:6-7).

The Board of Regents of St Louis
Theological Seminary and Bible
College announced that Dr. Tony Sistelos

The stone, brick, and stained glass
building of St Louis Bible Fellowship is
undergoing some serious “sprucing up” in
preparation for their cornerstone centennial
celebration this October.

from the University of Tampa, his Masters
degree in Mathematics Education from the
University of South Florida, and his Education Specialist degree from the University of
Florida.
Larry loved teaching mathematics and
preaching the Word of God. And in spite
of his overwhelming health issues, he was
an excellent provider for his family–working two full-time jobs up to the day of his
retirement in 2003.
Larry was a Professor of Mathematics at
Hillsborough Community College in Tampa
for 27 years, and he was the founder and
Pastor of Grace Bible Fellowship concurrently. His students and his congregation
loved, admired and respected him. He was
dubbed Professor Emeritus and Pastor Emeritus. He was an avid sports enthusiast loving all sports, especially football and golf.
Everybody enjoyed his sense of humor–he
was a natural. He was an inspiration,
showing everybody his dependency on the
Lord in every situation. He was a man of
faith and a humble servant.

Region VI: Southeast
Phil Cereghino

Region V: Lower Midwest
Ed Jeude

Neil and Diana Schnaath recently purchased a 54 acre Christian campground,
which is now their home in northwestern
Missouri. Neil is an ordained minister
and pastor of the Victory Lane Grace Bible
Church, 44025 198th Street, Livonia, MO,

The congregation and “extended family”
of Grace Bible Fellowship, Pinellas
Park, FL, recently held a Celebration Memorial, in loving memory for their founding pastor, Larry L. Riemersma (Aug. 9,
1940 - May 11, 2011).
Larry was born in Zeeland, MI. He met
Alice Fisher at Grace Bible College, they were
married in Chicgo, IL, January 27, 1961,
and moved to Florida in 1964. Larry earned
his Bachelor of Religous Education degree
from GBC, his Bachelor of Science degree
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Above: Pastor Larry Riemersma (1940-2011)

Region VII: East
Cal Lowder

None reported

Trent Boedicker
Region VIII: Ohio

Grace Gospel Church of Ada, OH,
is staying active this summer, and looking
forward to opportunities to serve and grow
in Christ.
In June, the guys of the church met for
a special men’s breakfast. Each month, they
gather at the church on a Saturday morning
for devotions, prayer, and fellowship, and
then usually drive together to a local restaurant. But on this occasion, they decided to
take advantage of the nice summer weather
and grilled up a cowboy breakfast of steak
and eggs outdoors. The men are hoping to
plan a mini-retreat later on this summer.
Also in June, our church sanctuary
was transformed into a swampy bayou for
our “Crocodile Dock” Vacation Bible School.
Twenty-one children attended the first evening, and the group grew each night from
there. Our leaders had fun ministering to
the young people, and most importantly
the gospel was presented throughout the
week. On the final evening, we invited the
parents and the congregation to join in for
a program, with a meal following the presentation.
We are looking forward to serving
Christ in our community in July, volunteering in the Ada Food Pantry on Tuesdays
and Saturdays throughout the month.
It is always a great opportunity to meet
new people and minister with God’s compassion and grace to those in need. As we
seek to help meet a basic physical need for
food, our desire is also to address a deeper
spiritual need that all of us share, which can
only be filled by Christ.

Grace Community Church of
Grafton, OH reports: We have had a very
blessed spring, and summer is looking full
of the Lord’s work as well.

We have had successful fund raisers to
eradicate our $10,000 deficit. It is gone.
We have had inspiring worship services
under the leadership of many who assist in
planning the services for the glory of the
Lord. We have a new lady to our congregation–I am listening to her right now on the
organ–who came forward out of conviction
of a sermon, to say she plays the organ.

Region IX: Western Michigan
Kathy Molenkamp

None reported.

We will be holding our annual “Friendship Picnic” in July. This is an outreach into
the community and to friends who do not
have a church home.
Of course, our annual VBS will occur in
July. And, at the end of August our annual
“All Attendance” Sunday will take place.
This is where we strive to have everyone
associated with the church to be in attendance on the same Sunday, so folks will see
what it is like when the whole GCC family
shows up together. This is also followed by
a wonderful picnic time.
May I also mention: For over thirty
years, we have had a monthly pastors’ luncheon that has met in Ohio. This is a wonderful time of sharing, praying and more.
We would ask for your prayers for us.
The ministry is hard. We come together
for encouragement and healing and care for
one another. Just think, for over 30 years
this luncheon has occurred. Praise Him!
Here’s a bit of what’s happening at

Community Bible Church of Tipp

City, OH: Summer plans–from remodeling to sharing the gospel–are in progress
to further our mission to present everyone
perfect in Christ! Expanding and upgrading the sound room and remodeling the restrooms are a couple of projects under way.
The gospel is being shared with school-age
children in the day care summer program.
Parents and children will soon hear the
gospel through Vacation Bible School and
at the county fair. A church picnic for the
entire family has been planned for later
this summer to enhance fellowship within
the body.

Region X: Central Michigan
John Lowder

Grace Community Church in
Belmont, MI, writes: We are pleased to
be in touch with all of you that are a part
of the “Grace Family” of believers. Lately,
we have been seeing some changes in our
ministry. Several of our church family have
entered into full or part-time ministry.
Leah Olsen has gone to Tanzania for four
months to work with Brook Seekins. Josh
Somsel has moved to Wichita, KS, to work
with inner city youth. Doug Hadley has
joined with Byron Olsen to do youth work
in the Grand Rapids, Michigan, area. We
are pleased that God is at work in helping
us reach out to the lost and hurting with
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Within our
church neighborhood, we look forward to
having Joel and Susan McGarvey lead us in
a VBS program this August. We pray that
God is at work in your individual lives and
church family. May we be God’s people at
this time for His glory.
Rush Creek Bible Church in
Byron Center, MI, has begun its search
process for their next Senior Pastor as
Pastor Gary Leyendecker has announced
his retirement plan to conclude no later
than June, 2012. The church anticipates a
smooth transition of pastoral leadership as
they seek the Lord’s direction for the coming decades, should the Lord tarry. The
church family has been thrilled to see 24
Continue on page 21
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students surrender to Jesus Christ as Lord
and Savior through “Drop Zone” (after
school ministry). Dan and Karen Neymeiyer
along with other staff and volunteers have
seen a huge impact in families and the
schools through this first year of ministry to
families in the community through “Drop
Zone.” In June, the church enjoyed Kids
Games and ministering to the nearly 500
students who participated. The church is
pleased and excited to be the site for the
2011 GGF Family Bible Conference.

Frontline Bible Church, also in
Byron Center, just received the results from
their second taking of the Reveal Spiritual
Life Survey put out by the Willow Creek
Association. They had taken the survey in

early 2010 and again this year. “It shows
we had made some great progress,” writes
Pastor John Lowder, “in areas we intentionally addressed from the previous survey.
There’s a lot left to do, but we’re on the
right track.”

be salvaged. This is a huge endeavor, but it
has been so exciting to see God already providing just the right people and resources
to make it possible. God is receiving credit
daily as this project moves forward, constrained by His love!

In the church family last year, they had
a young father die of a massive heart attack,
leaving his wife and three children behind.
As a church family, they are partnering
with Rush Creek Bible Church and other
businesses and organizations to get this
hurting family another home; their current
home is filled with black mold and cannot

Lastly, Frontline is really enjoying
having Ryan and Abigail Phillips on staff
now as our worship coordinators. They
have been a great addition to our Frontline
family!
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We hope many of you made it to the
GGF Family Bible Conference this year up
our way in Grand Rapids, MI. If not, we’ll
see you at next year’s in Seattle, WA.
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